
On 14/02/2014 @ RRS College of Engineering and Technology, Muthangi, Patencheru, Hyderabad

Greetings from 'Simple Solutions HRD Services, Hyderabad'

Dear Candidate,

There is an exclusive drive by IBM India. Kindly avail this opportunity and you can forward this mail to your friends.

We are pleased to inform you with regard to the opening's for "Fresher's and Experienced candidate's" @ IBM India

Company: IBM

Job Location: Hyderabad/Bangalore

Compensation: Best in Industry (Will be disclosed to the selected candidates)


"Candidates should be willing to join immediately".

Date: 14th Feb 2013

Time: 9 AM

Walk in Venue: RRS College of Engineering and Technology,
Muthangi, Patencheru,
Hyderabad.
Website: www.rrscet.edu.in

Any Queries Feel Free to Reach @ 040-65144194, Mail: info@simplesolutionshrdservices.com

Skills:

| # Understanding of operating systems, Windows 2000/NT/XP configuration options and troubleshooting |
| # Browser Support - Internet Explorer |
| # Strong computer skills required |
| # Proficient in network connectivity troubleshooting, TCP/IP, Dial-up, Token Ring, Ethernet, LAN/WAN |
| # Excellent oral and written communication skills. |
| # Excellent customer service orientation |
| # Neutral accent |

Desired Skills:
# Ability to identify basic hardware parts and aware of basic hardware concepts

# User level familiarity with at least one e-mail client - Outlook, Notes etc...

# Skilled in commercially standard software applications and major desktop operating systems.

# Awareness of basic networking concepts and technologies.

# Questioning skills/probing skills, as relevant to the issue and level of the caller

### There is no registration charges ###

**Note:** Please carry two resumes and photographs

Best Regards

H R Team.